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Abstract 

The horse mackerel fishery of the South Pacific currently dominates the world's catch of horse mackerels. The rapid increases in catches of 
horse mackerel by South American purse seine fleets and the distant water USSR trawl fleet are discussed and the geographical expansion of the 
trawl fishery is shown utilizing ship surface weather obse~ations. 

Due to disagreement on the taxonomic identity of the species which supports the fishery, a review of the world's Trachurus was made. The 
results of this review show that neither of the eastern Pacific forms of Trachwus merits full species rank. It is concluded that both are subspecies 
of the oceanic horse mackerel (Trachurur picturatus); T q .  symmetricur in the northeastem PacitIc and T.p. murphyi in the southeastem Pacific. It 
is further suggested that it is likely that the range of T.p. murphyi extends clear across the southern hemisphere west wind drift region (i.e., from 
the South Atlantic to Chile). 

Resumen 

Las pesquerias de jurel en el ~ac i f im Sur dominan actualrnente las capturas mundiales de jureles. Se discute el ripido increment0 en las 
capturas de jurel por las flouts cerqueras sudamericanas y la flota armstrera soviktica que opera en aguas distantes y se muestra la expansib 
gwgrsfica de las pesquerias de amstre mediante el empleo de observaciones del clima efectuadas por 10s barcos. 

Se hace una revisih de 10s Trachurus del mundo, en vista de 10s desacuerdos en la identidad taxcm6mica de las especies que soportan las 
pesquerias. Los resultados de esta revisi6n muestran que ninguna de las formas de Trachurur del Pacifico Oriental amerita plenarnente la 
jerarquia de especie. Se concluye que ambas son subespecies del jurel ocehico (Trachurus picturatus); T.p. symmetricus en el Pacifico 
Nororiental y T.p. murphyi en el Pacifico Suroriental. Se sugiere adem& que es probable que el rango de T.p. murphyi se extienda a tnwQs de la 
regih con vientos del oeste del hemisferio sur (desde el Atlantico Sur a Chile). 

Introduction 

Horse mackerels, of the genus Trachurus, are a widespread group occurring in nearly all of 
the temperate and subtropical, neritic regions of the oceans and they have extensive, but poorly 
understood, oceanic distributions in several regions. They also occur in a number of tropical 
neritic regions. The taxonomy of the group is in considerable flux and their extensive 
distribution is undoubtedly, at least partially, the cause of the present taxonomic confusion: 
forms which are very similar in morphology and meristics, but widely separated geographically, 
are assumed, a priori, to be separate species by many workers. 

Over the last two decades the horse mackerels have had one of the largest increases in the 
world's fish catch. Landings rose from 1.2 x 106 tonnes (t) in 1965 to 3.9 x 106 t in 1984. In 1965 
catches of horse mackerel were principally from the northern hemisphere (0.80 x 106 t); 
however, the increase in catches has been entirely the result of developing fisheries in the 



southern hemisphere pig. 1A). Although horse mackerel occur in much of the world ocean, the 
bulk of its catches, and supposedly biomass, is concentrated in the eastern boundary currents 
(Fig. 1B). 

Regionally the catches of horse mackerels have exhibited tremendous changes over the last 
two decades (Table 1). In 1965 half of the world catch of Trachurus came from the northwestern 
Pacific (0.55 x 106 t) and the rest was primarily taken in the northeastern Atlantic (0.22 x 106 t) 
and southeastern Atlantic (0.31 x 106 t). By the early 1970s catches from the northwestern 
Pacific had declined greatly, whereas catches from the other two regions had significant 
increases. Catches reached a maximum of 0.91 x 106 t in the northeastern Atlantic in 1973 and a 
maximum of 0.97 x 106 t in the southeastern Atlantic in 1978. Most of these increases in catches 
were due to the development of distant-water trawl fisheries off North and South Africa by 
European nations. 

Development of the South Pacific Fishery 

The most significant change in the world's horse mackerel catches occurred as the result of 
the development of the southeastern Pacific fishery which rose from 0.015 x 106 t in 1965 to a 
maximum of 2.32 x 106 t in 1984 (Fig. 1C). The South Pacific fishery was developed in the early 
1970s by Chilean purse seiners forced to alter their fishing strategies due to the collapse of the 
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Table 1. World catch of T r a c k  by FA0 statistical area (x lo2 t). 
Tabla 1 .  Captura d i a l  de Trachurus por drear estadirticar de FA0 (x 102 1). 

OCEAN h&an N. Padfic S. Pacific N. Atlannc S. Atlamic Total 
E. W. E. W. E. W. E. W. E. W. 

FA0 
AREA 51 57 61 67 + 77 81 87 31 27 + 37 41 47 
Year + 34 

anchoveta fishery in 1972-1973 (Table 2). Chilean landings of horse mackerel reached 0.5 x 106 
t in 1978 and, except for the El Niiio year of 1983, have exceeded 1.4 x 106 t since 1981. In the 
early 1970s Peru also began to develop a purse seine horse mackerel fishery; however, this 
fishery has not achieved the production of the Chilean fishery and with the exception of 1977- 
1978, when landings were near 0.5 x 106 t, landings have averaged less than 0.1 x 106 t. 

Both the Chilean and Peruvian horse mackerel fisheries are neritic fisheries with catches 
almost exclusively coming from their respective 200 mile economic zones. The Chilean fishery 
started in northern Chile, in the Ariea-Antofagasta region and expanded to central Chile in the 
late 1970s (Serra 1987). During the 1980s the Chilean landings have been about equally divided 
between the Arica-Antofagasta region (18-24's) and the Talcahuano region (37's); landings in 
the Coquimbo region of central Chile (30"s) have been an order of magnitude less than in the 
other two regions (Serra 1987). Fishing areas for the Peruvian catches are not well-documented 
in the available literature. 

Table 2. Southeastern Pacific Trachurus catch by country (FA0 Area 87; x lo2 t). 
Tabla 2 .  Captura de Trachums en elPac@o Surorientnl por paires (Area 87 de FAO; x 102 t). 

Chile Peru Ecuador USSR Other 
- 
Total 



In 1978, trawlers from the USSR began fishing for horse mackerel offshore of the 200 mile 
limits of Peru and Chile and during the period 1979-1985 they have annually taken between 0.49 
and 0.59 x 106 t in the offshore area (Table 1). The development and distribution of this distant 
water trawl fishery is well documented in the positions of the trawlers as reported in 
international meteorological observations. At the beginning of the fishery (1979) the reported 
positions were spread out in a band along the coast, outside of the 200 mile zones (i.e., between 
80°W and 90°W from 10°S to 45's in Fig. 2A). By 1983 reports show the fishery was con- 
centrated off southern Chile at about 80°W and 40°S (Fig. 2B); however, there were also a 
considerable number of reports along 85OW north of the area of concentration. There was an 
absence of reports within Chile's 200 mile zone; Chile also has 200 mile zones around San Felix 
Island and Juan Fernandez Archipelago. By 1985, in addition to a distribution of reports similar 
to 1983, the reports show that the fishery extended westward along the west wind drift between 
39 and 45's (Fig. 2C). 

To evaluate the seasonality of the Soviet trawl fishery, the meterological reports were 
limited to Soviet vessels and to 1984-1987, the period when the fishery was operating in the 
offshore west wind drift region. During the austral spring (October-December) the meterological 
reports are furthest to the north with reports concentrated between 34-41's and 78-92OW (Fig. 
3A). Reports are noticeably absent in the 200 mile zones around San Felix Island (26OS, 80°W) 
and the Juan Fernandez Archipelago (33OS, 80°W) but there are reports in international waters 
between the two zones and between the San Felix Island 200 mile zone and the continental 200 
mile zone. During the austral autumn (April-June) the reports are concentrated in two regions 
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(Fig. 3B). The fust is about five degrees south of the spring concentration (i.e., between 39-45's 
and 79-90°W) and the second is much further offshore (39-45's and 100-120°W). In both spring 
and autumn there are also considerable numbers of reports in the offshore region extending 
toward New Zealand. 

The South Pacific distribution of the meterological reports from the Soviet trawl fleet 
suggests that, in the offshore region, horse mackerel are concentrated along the South Pacific 
subtropical convergence and that they seasonally move north and south with the convergence. It 
appears that the horse mackerel are able to complete their entire life cycle in the South Pacific 
subtropical convergence; independent of the neritic zone. Evseenko (1987) reported several 
larvae and a juvenile in the South Pacific convergence and Bailey (1989) shows that the horse 
mackerel spawns across the South Pacific from New Zealand to Chile. Bailey found juvenile 
horse mackerel along the subtropical convergence from 128OW to 166OW. 

L o n g i t u d e  
Fig. 3. Seasonal changes in the distribution of ship surface weather observations (USSR vessels only) m the South Pacific, 1984-1987. A. 
October-December. B. April-June. 
Fig. 3. Cambios estacionales en la dirtribucidn de las obsenraciones &l c l h  de 10s barcos (sdlo embarcaciones sov2tica.t) en el P a c e 0  Sur, 
1984-1987. A. Octubre-Diciembre. 8. Abril-Junio. 



Review of the Taxonomy of Trachurus 

As shown above, the recent increase in the world's catch of Trachurus is primarily due to 
increases in the catch off Pacific South America. The FA0 catch statistics consider the horse 
mackerel in this region to be Trachurus murphyi, but there is little agreement in the literature as 
to the correct species name. For example, in Peru the commonly used name is T. symmetricus 
murphyi, whereas in Chile the name T. murphyi is used (Santander and Flores 1983; Serra 1983). 
Therefore a review of the literature on the taxonomy of the horse mackerels was carried out to 
ascertain the status of the Pacific South American form. 

The world's trachurids have been reviewed by Nichols (1920, 1940), Berry and Cohen 
(1974) and Shaboneyev (1980). Since Nichols (1920) the literature has contained 17 species and 
2 subspecies (Table 3). The number and relative size of the scutes along the lateral line and the 
relative length of the dorsal accessory lateral line has been of primary importance in separating 
the various forms of Trachurus and all three reviews are heavily based on these characteristics. 
The taxonomy of the group is still in flux and it is not known if the forms in many regions are 
separate at the species, subspecies or even lower levels. The problem was perhaps best stated by 
Nichols (1940): 

"The systematic treatment of the forms of Trachurus is puzzling. They are sometimes so nearly 
identical from different oceans that authors synonymize them, but in no case where I have had material for 
comparison do they seem to me to be quite identical. They might all be races of a single widely distributed 
species except that two quite unlike forms are often recognized in the same waters." 

Nichols (1940) recognized 12 species but he concluded by suggesting that the genus might be 
divided into 3 species, each having a number of geographically isolated races. Under this 
arrangement all of the species described to that time would have been races of T. trachurus, T.  
picturatus and T. mediterraneus (Table 4). 

Table 3. Original descriptions of Trachurur used in recent literature. 
Tabla 3. Descripciones originales de Trachurus empleadas en la literatura reciente. 

Species Author(s) Synonyms 

trachurur Linnaeus 1758 
pictwatur Bowdich 1825 
semispinarur Nillson 1832 = trachurus 
declivis Jenyns 1841 
novaezelandia Richardson 1843 
japonicur Temminck and Schlegel1844 
symmetricus Ayres 1855 
capensis Castelnau 1861 
mediterraneus Steindachner 1868 
murphyi Nichols 1920 
muccullochi Nichols 1920 = novaezelandia 
lathami Nichols 1920 
binghami Nichols 1940 = lathami 
trecae Cadenat 1949 
indicur Nekrasov 1966 
delagoa Nekrasw 1970 
margaretae Berry and Cohen 1974 = delagon 

Subspecies 

T.  mediterraneus ponticus Aleev 1956 
T.picturatus aleevi Rytov and Razumovskaya 1984 

Berry and Cohen (1974) synonymized two of the species recognized by Nichols (1940), 
accepted two new species described by other authors and described a new species; thus 
recognizing 13 species. They did not group the species as did Nichols but described the 
relationships between similar forms in different regions. These descriptions result in groups of 
similar species which are very much like those of Nichols (Table 4). They also showed that there 
is only one species in the entire western Atlantic (T. lathami) and this has recently been verified 
by Saccardo (1987). 



Table 4. Groupings of similar species by various authors. 
Tabla 4. Agrupamiento de especies sirnilares s e g h  diversos autores. 

Nichols (1940) Berry and 
Cohen (1974) 

- 

Shaboneyev NO. of a No. of b Scutesc 
(1980) scutes scutes depth 

Trachurus Races 

trachurus 
capensis 
semispinosus 
muccullochi = 

Mediterraneus 
Races 

mediterraneus 
lathami 
japonicus 

Picturatus Races 

Similar Forms 

trachurus 
capensis 

margaretaed 
(= delagoa) 

Similar Forms 

mediterraneus 
lathami 
japonicus 
muccullochi 
indicus 
trecaed 

Similar Forms 

pic turatus picturatus 
symmetricus symmetricus 
murphyi murphyi 

declivisd 

Trachurus Group 

t. trachurus 
t .  capensis 
japonicus 
= novaezelandia 
delagoa 

Mediterraneus 
Group 

m. ponticus 
m. mediterraneus 
Iathami 

indicus 
trecae 

Picturatus Group 

picturatus 98.3 99.4 13.5 
s.  symmetricus 99.0 100.1 17.3 
s.  murphyi 100.3 97.8 17.8 

Aberrant Form 

declivis 81.6 81.8 23.1 

aNumber of scutes as given in Shaboneyev (1980). 
bNumber of scutes as given by other authors. 
c Depth of the largest scute in the posterior part of the lateral line as a percentage of head length as given in Shaboneyev (1980). 
dBerry and Cohen (1974) made no comment on the relationships of these forms. 

Shaboneyev (1980) accepted 11 species of Trachurus. He followed Nekrasov (1978) and 
Kompowski (1975) treating capensis as a subspecies of T. trachurus and he also followed 
Kotlyar (1976) and Shaboneyev and Kotlyar (1979) in considering murphyi to be a subspecies of 
T. symmetricus. Shaboneyev placed the 11 species into three groups of similar species and one 
aberrant form (Table 4). 

The grouping of similar forms by Nichols (1940), Berry and Cohen (1974) and Shaboneyev 
(1980) are nearly identical and result in a separation of Trachurus into a temperate form (the 
trachurus type), a tropical form (the mediterraneus type) and an oceanic form (the picturatus 
type). The geographical distributions of Shaboneyev's trachurus group (Fig. 4A) and 
mediterraneus group (Fig. 4B) demonstrate the separation into a more temperate group 
(trachurus) and a more tropical group (mediterraneus). 

The number of scutes is considerably greater in the oceanic form than the other forms (Table 
4) and all three reviews are in agreement in the species included in this group; however, there are 
minor differences in the inclusion of japonicus and novaezelandia within the other two groups. 
These are the two forms which Nichols (1940) was unsure of, stating that muccullochi (now 
novaezelandia) should perhaps be included in the trachurus group and that japonicus should 
perhaps be included in the mediterraneus group. Berry and Cohen (1974) stated that muccullochi 
may be a southern hemisphere cognate of japonicus and that japonicus was the most 
morphologically similar to lathami and they placed both muccullochi and japonicus in the 
mediterraneus group. Shaboneyev (1980) separates the various forms in his trachurus and 
mediterraneus groups primarily on the relative size of their scutes. In his trachurus group the 
depth of the largest scute in the posterior part of the lateral line averages from 12.2 to 16.6% of 
the head length; whereas in his mediterraneus group it averages from 22.5 to 26.4% (Table 4). 
He therefore placed both novaezelandia (= muccullochi) and japonicus in his trachurus group. 



L o n g i t u d e  
Fig. 4. Geographical distribution of trachurids: A. Shaboneyev's (1980) "trachunrr" group: trachurus 0, capemis (C). novaezelandia 0, 
japonicus (3 and delagoa @). B. Shaboneyev's (1980) "mediterranean" group: mediterraneus (M), Iathami Q, trecae Q. and indicus 0. C. 
Oceanic horse mackerel: picturatus (P), symmetricus (S), murphyi (M), aleevi (A) and unnamed (U). 
Fig. 4 .  Dirtribucidn mundial de trachuridos: A. Grapo "trachurus" & Shaboneyev (1980): trachums (T), capensis IC), novaezelandia (N), 
japonicus (J) y delagoa (D). B. Grupo "mediteraneo" & Shaboneyev (1980): mediterraneus (M), lathami (L), trecae (T), y indicus (I). C. Jureles 
ocea'nicos: victuratus (P), symmetricus (S), murphyi (M), aleevi (A) y sin nombre (U). 



Stephenson and Robertson (1977) showed that T. muccullochi was a junior synonym of T. 
novaezelandia and they found no grounds for distinction between T. novaezelandia and T.  
japonicus. They did not formally synonymize these forms apparently due to the fact that there is 
no gene flow across the present day Indo-Pacific gap in their distributions and they felt this 
necessitated retaining both species. Stephenson and Robertson (1977) also point out the close 
similarities between japonicus, novaezelandia and lathami. 

There is a general consensus that the members of the picturatus or oceanic group are very 
closely related. Shaboneyev (1980) even states that the members of this group are 
morphologically so similar that it is difficult to identify them. This consensus rapidly disappears 
when it comes to deciding whether each is a distinct species or whether they differ at some lower 
level. Early workers (Jordan and Everman 1896; Meek and Hildebrand 1925) considered them a 
single species (T. picturatus). Nichols (1940) tried to have it both ways by listing them as 
separate species but concluded by suggesting that symmetricus, murphyi and perhaps declivis 
might stand as races of T. picturatus. 

Roedel and Fitch (1952) found minor differences between the relative size of scutes in 
symmetricus and murphyi but were unable to distinguish symmetricus from picturatus. Berry and 
Cohen (1974) gave all three the status of species but considered murphyi to be an ecotype of 
picturatus and considered murphyi and symmetricus to be an antitropical species pair. In 
contrast, Kotlyar's (1976) extensive morphological analysis of the Peruvian horse mackerel 
concluded that murphyi was not sufficiently different from sy~nmetricus to merit species rank 
and he considered it to be a subspecies (T.s. murphyi). 

According to Shaboneyev and Kotlyar (1979), Aleyev (1957) considered the eastern Pacific 
forms to be a subspecies of picturatus and he also considered the northern and southern Atlantic 
forms of picturatus to be separate subspecies. In their morphological analysis of the eastern 
Pacific forms of Trachurus (i.e., symmetricus and murphyi) and the oceanic horse mackerel 
(picturatus), Shaboneyev and Kotlyar (1979) state: "our data, based on a considerably greater 
amount of material, show overlap in all the characters investigated between the oceanic horse 
mackerel and the eastern Pacific forms of the genus Trachurus". However, they found 
differences in the number of gill rakers which they felt almost reached the subspecies level and 
differences in the length of the dorsal branch of the lateral line which reached the subspecies 
level. Although they admitted that they did not find sufficient morphological reasons for 
considering the eastern Pacific forms and picturatus as distinct species, they concluded by 
suggesting that the ecological differences between them was great enough to merit species rank 
for the Atlantic and Pacific forms. Their reasons for this conclusion were as follows: 

They considered that picturatus differed from the eastern Pacific forms in that it is a 
neritic-oceanic form widely distributed not only on the continental shelf but also far 
beyond its boundaries. 
This distribution demonstrated that picturatus may live in different water masses, for 
example, in the cold Canary Current, and in the subtropical waters south of the North 
Atlantic Current. 
"The most striking contrast with the eastern Pacific forms is provided by the possibility 
of the existence of the oceanic horse mackerel in the epicontinental Mediterranean, in 
water masses characterized by heightened salinity." 

Recent work has added further complications to the picturatus group. Rytov and 
Razumovskaya (1984) have described a new subspecies of picturatus (Tp .  aleevi) from the 
southern Indian Ocean and Evseenko (1987) and Bailey (1989) have shown that murphyi 
occurs in the west wind drift region (along about 40"s) from Chile to New Zealand. According 
to Rytov and Razumovskaya (1984), "the present grouping of the ocean scads into separate 
species on the basis of geographic isolation is artificial". They agreed with early authors who 
recognized only one species of oceanic horse mackerel (T. picturatus) which occurs in the 
eastern North and South Atlantic, the eastern North Pacific, the South Pacific and the southern 
Indian Ocean. 

The distribution of three of the picturatus group are presently described; picturatus 
(Shaboneyev and Kotlyar 1979), symmetricus (Blunt 1969) and murphyi (Serra 1983; and 
Bailey, in press). Unfortunately the southern Indian Ocean distribution of aleevi is not given by 
Rytov and Razumovskaya (1984), who give only the location of the holotype. The distribution of 



picturatus in the South Atlantic is also poorly documented in the literature and it is further 
confounded by the fact that T. picturatus bingami has been synonymized with T. lathami (Berry 
and Cohen 1974; Saccardo 1987). The only verified record found for picturatus from the South 
Atlantic was the holotype of Decapterus longimanus, from Tristan de Cunha examined by Berry 
and Cohen (1974). The distribution of the T. picturatus group as described in the above works is 
obviously underrepresented in the South Atlantic and Southern Indian Ocean (Fig. 4C). Its 
occurrence along the warm side of the west wind drift regions of the South Atlantic, South 
Indian and South Pacific suggests that picturatus may occur in a continuous band along the west 
wind drift region from the South Atlantic to Chile. 

As shown above, Shaboneyev and Kotylar's (1979) ecological distinction between the 
Atlantic and Pacific forms of the picturatus group is unwarranteci as the eastern Pacific forms 
should also be considered neritic-oceanic fishes in that they have even more extensive offshore 
distributions than picturatus. They occur from the cold waters of the Gulf of Alaska and 
Southern Chile to the subtropical waters of Southern Baja California and the Galapagos Islands. 
They also extend offshore from Chile to New Zealand. It is true that they are not known to occur 
in waters as saline as the Mediterranean. However, since such waters do not occur in the Pacific 
Ocean, this does not prove that the eastern Pacific forms are not capable of existing in such 
water. Therefore, Shaboneyev and Kotylar's (1979) arguments appear to be reduced to the fact 
that picturatus and symmetricus differ because they are isolated. 

In summary, the differences between the various geographical forms of the oceanic horse 
mackerel are insufficent to warrant breaking the group into more than one species. The species 
Trachurus picturatus would appear to have at least three subspecies or races: T.p. picturatus in 
the northeastern Atlantic, T.p. symmetricus in the northeastern Pacific and T.p. murphyi in the 
southern ocean. The southern ocean form may be subdivided into three subspecies or races: 
murphyi in the Pacific, aleevi in the Indian and an unnamed form in the Atlantic. The recent 
large increase in the world's catches of horse mackerels therefore comes almost exclusively from 
exploitation of Trachurus picturatus murphyi. 

Table. 5. Splitter and lurnper classification of the genus Trachwus. 
Tabla 5. Clas@zcih desdobladora y englobadora del gdnero Trachurus. 

Splitter species (13) 
and subspecies 

Lumper species (7) 
and subspecies 

trachurus trachlvur 
capensis t. trachurus 
novaezelandia t .  capensis 
japonicus novaezelandia 
delagoa n. novaezelandia 
mediterraneus n. japonicus 

m. mediterraneus n. delagw 
m. ponticus mediterraneus 

lathami m. mediterraneus 
trecae m. ponticus 
indicus lathami 
picturatus trecae 

p. picturatus indicus 
p. aleevi pictwatus 

symmetricus p. picturatus 
murphyi p. symmetricus 
declivis p. murphyi 

p. aleevi 
p. unnamed 

declivb 

After reviewing the available literature, in my opinion, a definitive analysis of the 
relationships between the Trachurus occurring in different geographical regions cannot be made 
without a properly designed biochemical genetics analysis. In the absence of such an analysis, 
the division of the genus into species is probably more a function of the philosophy of individual 
authors rather than the genetic relationships among the various populations. Therefore, I have 
included two classification schemes: one for splitters and one for lumpers (Table 5). 1 also note 
that considerable further lumping within the trachurus and the mediterraneus groups may be in 
order, perhaps even to the three species suggested by Nichols (1940). 
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